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Design and development of a C-Band frequency 
up-converter system 
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Abstract: In this paper a broadband up-converter system has been designed and realized using ADS simulation and designing tool. It is a Radio 

Frequency transmitter block up-converting the Input Frequency in two stages to reach to the desired frequency level and then transmit it to the 
antenna port. It contains of oscillators, amplifiers, step attenuators, isolators, filters, and mixer blocks. The input frequency (IF) band is (100 + 10) MHz 
and the output frequency band (RF) is (5500 + 100) MHz. The attenuators are used to increase the dynamic range of the circuit. It is a two stage up-

conversion circuit i.e. mixing the IF band at two stages to give the specified RF range. Here two phase locked oscillators are used at the LO port of the 
mixers, one giving a single frequency and the other one is a programmable frequency synthesizer providing 10 equally spaced frequency channels 
within S-Band. The frequency synthesizers are designed and simulated using ADS tool and loop filter components are realized using the MATLAB 

tool. 
Key Words: Broadband, phase locked loop, frequency synthesizers, voltage controlled oscillators, mixer conversion loss, frequency divider. 

 

———————————————————      ——————————————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, a C-Band frequency up-converter has been 

designed and simulated with help of Advanced Design 

Software (ADS) tool. It is a Radio Frequency transmitter 

block up-converting the Input Frequency in two stages to 

reach to the desired frequency level and then transmit it 

to the antenna port. It contains of oscillators, amplifiers, 

step attenuators, isolators, filters, and mixer blocks.  

 
Figure 1 : Frequency Changes in Two Stages Up-converter Block 

The input frequency (IF) band is 100 MHz and the output 

frequency band at radio frequency (RF) is 5500 MHz. The 

input signal is amplified and converted from 100 MHz to 

5500 MHz. The attenuators and amplifiers are used to 

increase the dynamic range and gain adjustments of the 

circuit. In this paper, the up-converter selects either of the 

dual Payload IF signal input in the frequency band of 100 

MHz using a SPDT switch and then up-converts it to the 

1st IF using a double-balanced mixer driven by a 1700 

MHz Phase Locked Oscillator. The 1st IF is then band-

limited to 1800 MHz using a band-pass filter, before 

being applied to the second mixer, whose Local oscillator 

is realized through a programmable frequency 

synthesizer at 3700 MHz, tunable in fixed step size so as 

to provide 10 channels. The final signal in the band of 

5500 MHz is then filtered and suitably amplified before 

being made available on the front panel of the RF 

Transceiver. This Frequency synthesizer at the second 

stage mixing is a phase locked oscillator circuit giving 10 

frequency channels with fixed channel spacing at 3700 

MHz.  

 
Figure 2 : C-Band Up-Converter Block diagram 

This frequency synthesizer circuit consists of a reference 

oscillator, a reference frequency divider (R=1), a 

phase/frequency detector with a charge pump, a passive 

low pass higher order filter, a voltage controlled 

oscillator and a linear VCO frequency divider.  
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In this paper, basically two design iterations are 

employed with the difference in the second iteration is 

the presence of the programmable frequency synthesizer 

rather than a simple oscillator giving 10 channels as used 

in the first iteration. Also in the second iteration minor 

changes in the parameters of the various components are 

done to get a better output level and better level of up-

conversion. And hence both the design iterations are 

compared on the basis of output power level, level of 

mixing of the signal and difference of level at required 

frequency and spur offset frequency. 

2. SPECIFICATIONS  
The block diagram and target specification for the up-

converter is shown below. Two design iterations were 

performed. During the second iteration, minor changes 

are done and a frequency synthesizer circuit is added in 

the place of simple 10 channel generating oscillator at the 

input to second mixer as in the first iteration.  

 

3. VARIOUS SUBCIRCUITS 
AMPLIFIERS:- 
There are three amplifiers are used in the up-converter 

circuitry. Two of these amplifiers are used in the up-

converter chain itself while one is used in the frequency 

synthesizer output. These amplifiers, Amp1 and Amp3, 

used in the up-converter are providing gain of 19dB and 

15dB respectively.  

 

Figure 3 : Amplifier Topology used 

While the one, Amp2, used at the frequency synthesizer 

output is giving gain of 12dB. Here, the schematic used 

for getting the required gain is shown. To improve input 

matching and stability, an inductor was added on the 

source of the first stage. The inter-stage matching 

network is simply a capacitor for DC isolation. Using an 

inductor in the feedback loop for the second stage 

increased the gain at the higher end of the frequency 

band. To improve input matching and stability, an 

inductor was added on the source of the first stage. The 

inter-stage matching network is simply a capacitor for 

DC isolation. Using an inductor in the feedback loop for 

the second stage increased the gain at the higher end of 

the frequency band. 

 Figure 4 : Respective results for the Amplifiers 

ATTENUATORS:- 
The attenuator block was realized by a double pi-

attenuator. It consists of lumped elements resistors, 

inductors and capacitors. Here inductors and capacitors 

are used at the input and output ports for coupling while 

the resistors R1 and R2 are responsible to give 

attenuation values. 

 
Figure 5 : Attenuator circuitry in ADS 

PARAMETERS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

REQUIRED 

Input 
- Frequency Band 

- Power Level  

(100  + 10) MHz 

(0 + 2) dBm nominal 

Output 
- Frequency Band 

- Power Level  

(5500  + 100) MHz 

(0 + 2) dBm nominal 

Output RF channel selection 
Through frequency synthesizer 

programming via M&C port 

Spurious Response ≤ -100 dBc/Hz within the output RF band 

Frequency 

Synthesizer for 

Second Mixer 

- Output 

- Number of channels 

- Channel Spacing 

- Phase Noise 

(3700 + 90) MHz 

10 (Ch:1-3610 MHz; Ch:10-3790 MHz) 

20 MHz 

≤ -75 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset 

≤ -100 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset 

≤ -120 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz offset 
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Figure 6 : Attenuation results in ADS 

The attenuation of 2dB and 3dB are required here to 

increase the dynamic range of the up-converter. These 

attenuators circuits used here are Pi-pad attenuators and 

the attenuation is depending upon the resistors values.     

MIXERS:- 
Here two single balanced diode mixers are used in the 

two stage up-converter topology. The first mixer is used 

to up-convert the input of (100 + 10) MHz to (1800 + 10) 

MHz using 1700 MHz at its LO input. It provides a 

conversion loss of 6 dB and it needs a LO power level to 

be 10dBm. The second mixer is used for up-converting 

the input of (1800 + 10) MHz to the required RF output 

(5000 + 100) MHz using the frequency synthesizer giving 

(3700 + 90) MHz at the LO input of the second mixer. It 

provides a conversion loss of 6 dB and it needs a LO 

power level to be 10dBm. 

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER:- 
There is a frequency synthesizer employed at the LO 

input of the second mixer. The frequency synthesizer has 

the following specifications. This frequency synthesizer is 

based on the concept of phase locked oscillator (PLO). 

Phase – locked – loop (PLL) is a feedback system used to 

lock the output frequency and phase to the frequency and 

phase of input. It can also be used as a frequency 

synthesizer for modulation and demodulation. Normally, 

PLL is used in both transmitting and receiving terminals 

for any wireless communication. It is composed of 

several components, which are phase detector, filter, 

voltage controlled oscillator and main divider. It operates 

as a negative feedback loop. While the voltage controlled 

oscillator generates an output signal, its output phase is 

fed and compared to the reference signal. This process 

continues until no phase difference exists. At this state, 

PLL is called “frequency locked”. Noise in PLL is 

classified into two categories, which are amplitude noise 

and phase noise. Amplitude noise is detected and 

terminated easily. In contrast, phase noise is difficult to 

identify and express in an equation due to unpredictable 

characteristics of electronic components. It affects the 

system performance and the signal to noise ratio. 

Moreover, the benefit of having a more reliable phase 

noise model deals mainly with the design problem. Here, 

in the PLO block diagram firstly there is a crystal 

oscillator giving a reference frequency (Fref) followed by 

a reference frequency divider(R). This is one of the inputs 

to the phase frequency detector having another input as 

the VCO output (Fout) divided by the VCO divider (N). 

The basic need for the phase frequency detector to work 

is that both the inputs should be at same frequencies   

 

This phase frequency detector works as charge pumps i.e. 

phase detector (or comparator) is used to convert the 

phase error (i.e. the phase difference between the two 

inputs of the phase frequency detector) into the 

equivalent current (Icp) and K  is referred to as charge 

pump gain constant.  

 

 

Figure 7 : PLO Block Diagram 

The problem that comes with the designing of the fourth-

order loop filter is maintaining the required loop natural 

frequency (ωn) and phase margin (PM) when adding the 

extra attenuation. 

 

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION REQUIRED 

Output Frequency Range (3700  90) MHz 

Step Size 20 MHz (10 channels, Ch 1: 3610 MHz – Ch 10 : 3790 MHz) 

Output Power level +7 dBm 

Input Reference 
- Frequency 

- Level 
- Stability 

 
10 MHz sine-wave 

-1 to -10 dBm 

 0.01 ppm 

Phase Noise 
≤ -75 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset 

≤ -80 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset 
≤ -100 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz offset 

Power Supply +3.3V DC, 156 mA 
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Figure 8 : Loop Filter used 

Within this Section a new set of formulas are presented 

for the exact calculation of all the fourth-order time 

constants, which guarantee the specified loop phase and 

gain margins in a PLL. This is achieved by focusing on 

the behavior of the transfer functions only at the specified 

loop natural frequency. The loop filter used in the 

frequency synthesizer circuitry is shown below. This loop 

filter is a passive fourth order low pass filter which is 

used for locking the frequency to the required state and 

providing the required level of attenuation for the 

spurious responses. Increasingly often a fourth-order 

loop filter design is used to improve the first reference 

spur attenuation by adding another RC pole. 

 
Figure 9 : Closed Loop Frequency response 

 
Figure 10 : Phase noise variation for the frequency synthesizer 

The specified attenuation frequency could equally be 

required at another frequency offset, to reduce other 

known spurious products within the synthesizer 

architecture. For this analysis, the required attenuation is 

assumed to be at the first sampling frequency spur offset, 

from the carrier. The frequency responses for the open 

and closed loop are obtained for the phase locked loop 

using MATLAB tool and shown below. The loop filter 

transfer function is represented as 

; 

The phase margin will be given as:  

 ; 

The time constants are calculated as: 

; ;  

;    

T(3,1) and T(4,1) are time constant ratios generally of the 

order of  or . Now the loop filter components are 

calculated using the time constants, natural frequency 

(ωn), phase margin, charge pump gain constant (KΦ), 

VCO gain constant (Kv) and the VCO divider (N) value. 

; C ; ; 

 

The output phase noise has been calculated and obtained using 

the ADS tool for the above calculated loop filter components. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS  
Here, the two iterations are followed in order to receive 

the output at the desired radio frequency. In this paper, 

basically two design iterations are employed with the 

difference in the second iteration is the presence of the 

programmable frequency synthesizer at the LO port of 

the second mixer rather than a simple oscillator giving 10 

channels as used in the first iteration. Also in the second 

iteration minor changes in the parameters of the various 

components are done to get a better output level and 

better level of up-conversion. And hence both the design 

iterations are compared on the basis of output power 

level, level of mixing of the signal and difference of level 

at required frequency and spur offset frequency. 
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Figure 11 : RF Spectrum for the First iteration 

The two iterations has been designed and simulated in 

ADS and there results are shown below. For the first 

iteration the local oscillator frequency (LO-2) is taken as 

swept variable an on changing this frequency according 

to the channel spacing different output required channels 

are obtained. And for the second iteration the VCO 

divider (N) value is changed in order to change the 

output of the frequency synthesizer and thus referring to 

the various required output channels. Here figure 11 and 

12 shows the output spectrum for the first and second 

iteration respectively. In figure 13 output spectrum 

obtained in the second iteration is shown followed by the 

description of power level of the signal at the various 

critical stages of the up-converter chain. 

 
Figure 12 : Output spectrum for the second iteration 

 
Figure 13 : Power levels at critical stages for the second iteration 

There are also shown the measurement result for the 

frequency synthesizer and the final output for the up-

converter portion. 
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Figure 14: frequency synthesizer output 

 
Figure 15: frequency synthesizer output phase noise 

 
Figure 16: Up-converter measured final output for second iteration 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 In figure 13, mixer 1 is giving output at -7.61 dBm 

with the input at +1.35 dBm thus for the calculation of 

mixer conversion loss is 8.16 dB. 

 In figure 13, mixer 2 is giving output at -15.53 dBm 

with the input to the mixer 2 is at -7.61 dBm thus for 

the calculation of mixer conversion loss is 7.9 dB. 

Thus, if we take a look at the output spectrum of both the 

iterations we can see that the output level in the second 

iteration is improved to the required level and the 

spurious level is further decreased by 5 to 6 dB. Thus, the 

signal separation from the spurious level is improved by 

10 to 15 dB.  
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